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o. Introduction 
------
In this paper we prove a generalization o:f a con-
vexity theorem o:f Kostant (c:f. [15] ), related to a 
semisimple symmetric space G/H. Here G is a connected 
real semisimple Lie group with :finite centre~ ~ an in-
volution of G and H an open subgroup o:f 
-r 
G = {x € G; r (x) = x J 0 
Let K be a T -stable maximal compact subgroup o:f G 
(:for its existence, c:f. [ 6) )i and let e be the associated 
Cartan involutiono We denote the infinitesimal involutions 
determined by f) and T by the same symbols and write 
"P ~ °L :for their respective -1 eigenspaces in "J » the Lie 
algebra o:f G. The +l eigenspaces o:f ~ and -c in OJ. are the 
respective Lie algebras l and ~ o:f K and H. Since 6 and -r 
commute we have the simultaneous eigenspace decomposition 
(0.1) 
Fix a maximal abelian subspace C1l.. of ~n°l and let Ot pq p 
be a -C -stable maximal abelian subspace o:f <>p , containing 
07. 
" 
Then 
pq 
Ol = Olph a;> 01 
' 
p pq 
where 01... = Ol. " ? .. Let E . Ol - Ol. denote the . ph p pq p pq 
corresponding projectiono 
The set ~ = ~( OI , 0\., ) o:f restricted roots of Ol r pq pq 
in ~ is a (possibly non-reduced) root system (c:f. [18] )., 
Let D.+ be a choice o:f positive roots :for A and 
a compatible choice o:f positive roots :for 
A = .6. ( 01 , Ol ) • To p If p 
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the latter choice _corresponds an Iwasawa decomposition 
G = K A N , p 
where A = exp 01... • The real analytic map 'J-l p p 
determined by 
x E K exp 'Ji(x) N 
is called the c~rresponding Iwasawa projection. 
G --> 01. 
The main result of this paper is, for any fixed 
(0.2) 
p 
a EA , a description of the image of the map F : H---7 lR. pq a pq 
defined by 
F (h) = E o-']{_ (ah) 
a pq 
(see Theorem 1.1). Here His required to be connected (or 
to satisfy the slightly weaker condition ( 1. 2)). If T' is 
a Cartan involution, then T = &. , H = K, OL = 
. p or. pq 
and the result is prec1sely the Kostant convexity theorem. 
In the present case the image of F is a vector sum 
a 
(o.4) 
Here WKoH is a certain Weyl group, r(~~) a closed convex 
polyhedral cone and we have used the notations "conv" for 
convex hull and 11 log" for the inverse of exp: 01.. - A .. p p 
The cone r ( .6. ~) can be entirely described in terms of a set 
/\ + • of roots w. In particular it is independent of a and 
equals im(F ) = E 0 1-t(H). 
e pq 
We prove the characterization (o.4) by induction over 
centralizers in G, using ideas of Heckman [13] • However, 
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since there exists no obvious infinitesimal version of (o.4}, 
we cannot use his homotopy argument to reduce to an i-nf'ini-
tesimal case. Consequently, we need to compute critical 
points and'Hessians of F on the group. This is done in 
a 
Sections 4 and 5, using ideas of [8] • 
Another complication is caused by the non-compactness 
of H. It is overcome by showing that the map F , 
a 
apart from a right invariance, is proper (Lemma J.J), 
and that its image does not fill up all of at pq 
(Lemma 3 o 9 ) o These non-trivial facts are established 
in Section J, by comparing F with another map P (Lemma 
a a 
306). For a restricted class of symmetric spaces, the map 
P has been studied by Oshima and Sekiguchi [17] , who a 
pointed out its importance for the harmonic analysis on 
G/Ho Lemma J.J follows from the properness of P , which 
. a 
in turn is based on a generalization of a result of [2] 
on the global holomorphic continuation of the Iwasawa 
projection. The full proof of this generalization will 
appear in another paper [)]. 
In the recent literature, Kostant's theorem for complex 
groups has been generalized to a Hamiltonian framework by 
Atiyah [ l] , and by Guillemin and Sternberg [11] o 
Duistermaat [ 7] obtained such a generalization for the 
real case. At present I do not know whether the result 
of this paper fits into such a framework or not. 
It,is a pleasure for me to thank Hans Duistermaat and 
Gert Heckman for some stimulating discussions on the subject 
of this paper., 
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1. A precise formulation of the result 
The group N in the Iwasawa decomposition (0.2) is given 
by N = exp ( 1'7. ) , where 
= 
is the Lie algebra of N • 
L 
o<€fl.+ 
p 
Recall that 
.6. = ..6 ( 01 , Ol ) is a (possibly non-d pq 
reduced) root system. If ~ E 6. , we let Ho< 
element of Ol given by pq 
H .L ker o< 
o( 
denote the 
Here ...L. denotes orthogonality with respect to the Killing 
form < o,.) of OJ o Moreover, if 'r is a subset of l1. +, we 
put 
T1 (T) 
r where IR = [ 0, oo ) o 
+ 
= L 
· o< E T 
IR • Ho< 
+ 
Since (J and 1: commute, G· t' is an involution 0 The 
+l and -l eigenspaces of are 
and q _ = kn °1. @ "f" ?- respectivelyo Now 9°~ acts as 
the identity on OL o Therefore, it leaves the root pq 
spaces "J<>< ( o<e A. ) invariant.. Consequently, writing 
o< o( o( o( 
°1 + = OJ n "J. + and OJ_ = OJ. f\ o;. _ , we have 
(Jt = (l.1) 
We define 
= 
and put f). + = n 
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D..+ 
0 
o( I o } OJ -
' 
r ( A~) i"n (_Oo4) h The notation ~- as now been explainedo 
In addition, the Weyl group WKnH is defined as 
= 
the normalizer modulo the centralizer of oz.. in KnH. pq 
With the above notations we can formulate our main 
result. We say that H is essentially connected if 
H = Z · ( at. ) H0 KnH pq ' 
where H0 denotes the identity component of H. 
Theorem l.l. Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie 
group with finite centre, r an involution of G, and H an 
(1 .. 2) 
'C 
essentially connected open subgroup of G • If a c: A , then pq 
im(F a) = conv(. WKl\H · log a ) + 
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2. Some notes on the induction procedure 
In the proof of Theorem l.l (see Section 6 ), induction 
via centralizers in G will be used. Therefore, we need 
Theorem l.l to be valid under the somewhat more general 
assumption that G is a reductive group of the Harish-Chandra 
class (class 1t ) 9 r an involution of G and Han open 
subgroup of Gr 9 satisfying condition ( l.2)o All definitions 
of Sections 0 and l make sense in the context of a group of 
class '}Lo Instead of the Killing form we use a Ad(G)-invariant 
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (o,o) on OJ- , which 
is positive definite on -fc. , negative definite on "P and 
for which the decomposition (O.l) is orthogonal. For the basic 
theory of a reductive symmetric space G/H of class 1l , we 
refer the reader to [ 4] o 
Lemma 2.lo Let G be a group of class 1l T an invo-
lution of G, and H an essentially connected open subgroup 
r of G 0 Then Theorem l.l holds for G, H if it holds for 
Ad(G) 0 , Ad(H) 0 o 
Proof o Let '\Y = centre (OJ ) C\ "p Then V = exp("-"") is 
a closed vector subgroup of G, and we have a direct product 
G = 
where 0 G = (\ { ker I ix I ; ex : G - IR..\ { 0 ~ a homomorphism } 
{cf.'e.g .. [20, p. 196] ). Obviously 0 G and V are ""l:"-invariant, 
so that 
H = (H A 0 G) (H f\ V). 
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Now clea:r,'ly E ·'Ji is right H () V -invariant, and if pq 
a € 0 G n A , a 1 c V fl A , then pq pq 
E o '.H. (a'ah) = E 0 1{, (ah) + log a' pq pq 
for all h €H. It thus easily follows that we may reduce 
the proof to the case that G = 0 G. Moreover, E 0 J}l is pq 
right ZKnH( O'Lpq)-invariant, so that by (1.2) we may re-
duce the proof to the case that H is connected. But then 
we may as well assume that G is connected. Finally, the 
observation that E 0 '){ is right centre(G)-invariant pq 
completes the proof •. 
For the remainder of this section, let G be a group 
of class 1i . 
Let w(A ) denote the reflection group of the root 
+ 
system A defined by_ 
+ 
~+ = I o r 
(cfe (1.1)). Since A can also be viewed as the root 
+ 
system of ot in OI it follows from standard semi-
pq '+' 
simple theory, applied to [ 01 , OJ 1 , that 
-q+ + 
Proposition 2.2. Let H be an open subgroup of G~ o 
Then ~he following conditions are equivalent. 
( i) H is essentially connected, 
(ii) W(A ) ~ 
+ WKnH 0 
(2.1) 
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Proof. In view of (2.1 ) the assertion follows 
straightforwardly from the fact that 
(2.2) 
Now this is seen as fo11owso H and H0 are both e -invariant 
(cfo (4] ), hence admit the Cartan decompositions H = 
{.K!IH) exp( <>pn1 ) and H0 = (Kn H0 ) exp( "f'""d ),. From this we 
see that (K f\ H) 0 = K n H0 • Moreover, ( 2. 2) wi11 follow from 
Kf\H = NKH(cn) (KnH) 0 .Thus1etkcKnH.Then {\ pq 
Ad (k-1 ) Ol is maximal abe1ian in "rfl "L • By standard semi-pq 
simple theory applied to [m , ~ 1 it follows that there <I+ + 
( ) 0 ( -1 -1) exists a k 1 E _Kn H such that Ad k 1 k 01.pq = 01.pq• 
Hence kk1 E NKnH ( 01.pq) and we are done o 
In the proof of Theorem 1.,1 we shall use induction via 
centralizers of elements ZE Ol. • The following result pq 
guarantees that the class of pairs (G,H) under consideration 
is stable under this induction. If 2'- is a suba1gebra 
(or subspace) of OJ. ' we let n z denote the centralizer of 
the element Z E lJL in 1" • Similarly, if B is a subgroup pq 
of G {or a group acting on 6L ) , we let B denote the pq z 
centralizer of Z in B. 
Proposition 2 .. 3. Let Z c OC • Then GZ is of class '.H. pq 
and T -stableo Moreover, if H is essentially connected 
then the same holds for Hz• 
Proof. The first assertion is standard ( cf. [17 , p., 286] ) • 
The second follows immediately from ~(z) = -Z. 
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Clearly, b. ( Z ) = { o<E 6 ; 
+ + 
o< (z) = o } is the root 
system of 61.. in 0) (\ O.} Z. In view of ( 2. l) we have,----a pq + 
commutative diagram of natural monomorphisms 
w 
'f 
WKnH Kn Hz ..... 
f f g i 
w(Ll (z)) 1jJ w(~ ) • 
+ + 
Here the map g is an isomorphism onto because H is 
essentially connected (see Proposition 2.2). Obviously ~ 
maps WKnHz into (~KnH)Z' and it is well known that im(1f") = 
w( A+) Z • Since g ·is compatible with 
the natural actions of WKl\H and W( A+) on Olpq it follows 
that g( w(A+)z ) = (wKnH)Z' and we infer that f is 
surjective. By Proposition 2.2 this implies that HZ is 
essentially connectedo 
From now on we assume again that G is connected and 
semisimpleo In Section 6 we will prove Theorem l.l under 
the assumption that it has already been established for 
centralizers GZ , Z E Ol • In view of the results of this pq 
section, this induction procedure is legitimate. 
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3o Some properties of the map Fa 
Ot in G, ;t its Lie pq Let L be the centralizer of 
algebra. The parabolic subgroup Q = LN of G has the Levi 
decomposition 
Q = L NQ , 
where NQ = exp(1'tQ)' 
-re. Q = L c:>(cA+ "Jo( • 
Let ,y'1. L = 11t fl ,{ , NL = N f'l L. Then L normalizes NQ and we 
have the semidirept product 
N = 
The (.,.) -orthocomplement ,10 of 
decomposes as 
<1l. in ~ pq 
lph ' 
where we have written 1. kq = 1Ol(\0). , etc o o J
0 
is the 
Lie algebra of the closed subgroup L0 = (Kn L) exp( l ph) 
of L. Moreover, we have a direct product 
L = 
Proposition 3 olo Let x E G. Then there exist unique 
a € A , n €. NQ such that pq 
' 
Moreover, log a = E o 'Jl(x). pq 
(J.l) 
(J.2) 
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al = ao a ' nl = no n, with 
n € NQ o It follows that x = k 
-----
ao E Aph' at: Apq' n 0 E NL' 
a 0 (an0a-
1 ) a n, whence (3o2) 
and the last assertion is obvious. The uniqueness follows 
easily from the uniqueness for the decompositions (Oo2), 
Corollary 3o2• The map E 0 'R is right L0 -invarianto pq 
Proof. Use that L0 normalizes NQ and centralizes Apq• 
In particular, if a€ A , pq then F : H __... ot , defined a pq 
by (0.3), naturally induces a map F : H/HnL0 - Ol.. o -a pq 
map 
Lemma 3 o 3 o Let .A be a 
A x H/HC\L0 .-..;.. 01. pq' 
compact subset of A o Then the 
. pq 
(a,h) ~ Ea(h) is proper. 
We prove this lemnia by comparing F with another mapo 
-a 
Using the direct sum decomposition OJ. = 1f E9 ,l q @ 4"l Q 
( cf. ( 3 ] ) , one easily checks that the map 
(h, l ,n) f---'> hln is a submersion onto an 
open subset ..Cl_ of G (see also 
Lemma Jo4• If x €..fl.. then there exist unique apq(x) E Apq 
and nQ(x) E NQ such that 
x E 
Moreover, the maps a : SL ---:> A and nQ: n -'l' NQ are real pq pq 
analytic, and if {x 1 is a sequence in J1. converging to 
n 
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a boundary point .x Ed..12.., then {apq{xn)} is not relatively 
compact in A • ~ pq 
Remarks. (i) We will prove this lemma in another 
paper ( [ 5]) • 
{ii) If' <n is maximal abelian in pq °l then a can pq 
be viewed as a branch of' the Iwasawa projection associated 
with the Iwasawa decomposition OJ d = 
?- c 11 <>Jd E0 Olpq, c n OJd e 11tQ, c(\O)d of' the dual real form 
°ld = 
Here the subscripts c indicate that the complexif'ication 
of' a linear space in the complexif'ied Lie algebra CJ c is 
taken. Lemma 3.4 is now an easy consequence of' the results 
of' [2 , Chapter l]. In particular, the last assertion 
follows from [ 2 , Lemma 1 • 9 ] ~ 
{iii) If' the involution T arises from a signature 
on A { cf'. [ 1 7 ] ) , then p . at p = Ol pq' Ol is maximal pq 
(3.J) 
abelian in "1 , and the above result is contained in [ 17]. 
In view of' Lemma 3 .. 4 we have H ri LN = H n L = H (\ L0 , 
so that the inclusion H 4 G induces an embedding 
i . . H/HflL - G/Q 
of' H/HnL onto an open subset -G- of' G/Q {the underlining 
indicates that Q; is the canonical image of' .lL in G/Q ). 
If' a e A , we let A.. or pq a 
by a on G/Q, and put £1:..a 
A.{a) denote left multiplication 
= A(a-1 ).fl .. Let 
- lJ -
J K/KnL - G/ Q 
be the natural diffeomorphism, and set 
,{)_, 
-K,a = 
Then .£lK is the canonical image of K f\ a-1.fl. 
- ,a 
in K/Kf'\Lo 
Since L centralizes A and normalizes NQ' the map a is 0 pq pq 
right L0 -invariant. Moreover, Kf\L0 = KnL
 by definition of 
L
0
, so that for a€ A we can define a map P : pq a .n. ~ 01. -K,a pq 
by 
log 0 a (ak) o pq (J.4) 
If Jl is a subset of Apq' we define the subset .fl. 
-K,Jt of 
Jl x K/KflL by 
flK,Jl = l (a,k) E fi. x K/KnL; k € fl.K 1 • ,a 
Proposition 305• If A 
then the map P: ~,Jl X 6'l pq, 
is a compact subset of A , 
. pq 
{a,k) 1--7' P (k) is proper. 
a 
Proofo Clearly, it suffices to prove that the map a pq 
restricted to Sl A = { {a,k) E .AX K; ak E ..D...} is proper. K,vc. 
Let ~ be a compact subset of A • We claim that the set T = pq 
a -
1 ce ) n n K 0 is compact. For assume not; then it is pq ,11c. 
not closed in cl(..!lK,Jl ). Hence there exists a point 
{a,k) € Jlx K such that ak € cl(..!1.. )'\..D.. = C>..0., and a sequence 
{ (an,kn)} in T such that a k ~ ak. By Lemma J .4 the 
set { a:Ifq (ankn) 1 
nn 
is not relatively compact in A , contra-pq 
dieting the assumption on t. . Hence T is compact. 
Lemma 3060 
F 
-a 
- 14 ..:. 
Let a e A • Then pq 
- p -· 0 a 
. -l 
J .:t 0 a • 
. -l , . Proof. From the definitions it is evident that J • /\..a· l 
is a diffeomorphism of H/HnL onto Jl.K a-i • 
' Let hEH, and set ah= kl exp Y n, with (k,l,Y,n)E K xL
0
x 
x m.pq x NQ. Then Y = Epq0 'H. (ah) = E.a ( .h(HnL) ) • On the other 
hand, a-lk = hl-1 exi:(-Y) n', where n' = l expY n- 1 (1 expY)-1 6: 
NQ' so that - Y =log a (a-1k). This proves the lemma. pq 
Proof of Theorem 3.Jo The map iA_ x H/HnL - IlK,Jl-1 
(a ,h) ~ j -l 0 A 0 i. (a 9 h) is easily seen to be a diffeo-a. 
morphism. Thus the assertion follows from Proposition 3.5 
and Lemma 3.60 
Corollary 3o7o If a c A 9 then the set 'E 0 1-l (aH) is pq pq . 
closed in OL • pq 
Observe that in view of Lemma 3.6 the following is an 
equivalent formulation of Theorem l.l. 
Theorem 3o8a Let H be essentially connected, and let 
a EA o Then pq 
im(P ) 
a conv( WKnH· log a) + 
We now come to the second main result of this section. 
It deals with a first restriction on the location of the set 
E. 0 1{ (aH). Put pq 
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l u c ot. • pq' o< (u)-, o for o<C: b.+}. 
Lemma J.9. Let a c A , X E cl ( Ol + ( D.+) ) • Then the pq pq 
function F : H ~ lR defined by 
a,X 
F X(h) = a, < X , F (h) > , a 
for hE H, is bounded from below. 
Remarks. (i) If r arises from a signature on 4 p 
(cf. [17], see also Remark (iii) following Lemma J.4), 
then Lemma 3~9 is a consequence of ( 17 , Prop. J.8] • 
(ii) The proof presented below is based on a comparison 
with matrix coefficients of finite dimensional representa-
tionso This idea goes back to [121, and plays a main role 
in [ 171 as well. 
Proof. The map E 0 ']-L pq is right centre(G)-invariant, 
so by factoring out the centre we may reduce the proof to 
the case that G is the adjoint group of OJ o Moreover, 
if xw is a representative of w ~ WKnH in NKnH( 01.pq), then 
-I 
E 0 1t{ax h) = E 0 fl(aw h) 0 pq w pq 
In view of ( 2.2 ) we may therefore reduce the proof to 
the case that H is connected. 
For the rest of this section, we assume that G is the 
adjoint group of the semisimple algebra OJ , and that H is 
connect~d. 
In view of Lemma J .. 6 it suffices to show that the 
function 
p 
a,X = 
- 16 
< x ' p > a 
------
is bounded from above on its domain SL • We shall prove 
---K,a 
this in a series of propositions. 
Let Ol kq be maximal abelian in Akq, and put 
ar.q = Ol. kq 03 01. • pq 
Consider the dual real form OJ d defined by ( J. J), and put 
1<.d = Old = 
p 
oz. () d 
q,c OJ- (this may be read as: 
L'.l = A ( end 01 d ), = q -(I ' p' "the in the dual form", etc.). Let 
= ~ ( '1J 
0
, Ol )1 , select a system q,c 
/\. + compatible with ~ , and put 
11'(. d 
= 
/\. + 
Ll. of positive roots q 
• 
d d d Nd Let G , K , A , be the connected analytic subgroups p 
of the complex adjoint group G
0 
with Lie algebras "}d, ..fed, 
d 
Ol. ' p 4/'id respectively. Then Gd is a closed subgroup of G 
with the Iwasawa decomposition 
= 
d We denote the associated Iwasawa maps G ~ 
d 
respectively. Now let K , 
c 
the connected analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras 
c 
1. d '\,. ~ d /T1 AN d and put /Kc= Jc' v~p,c = v~q,c' Y~c' 
= 
(here \ denotes the 
G \Kd Ad Nd 
c c p,c c 
set theoretic difference). In 
we proved that the Iwasawa maps extend to multi-valued 
c 
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holomorphic maps 1G d 1l d, v d G '\Sd ___;,,... Kd OI.d Nd 
' c 7 c' p,c' c 
Let L d L be the centralizers of ot in Gd, G ~d 
' c pq c 
let Ld
0
, L
0 
, A be the connected analytic subgroups 
,c pq,c 
of G
0 
with Lie algebras ,,l do = ,td n OL ..L ,( and Ol. pq ' O,c pq,c 
respectively. Then L is connected 
c 
and L A is an open subgroup of L , hence equal to L • 
o, c pq, c c c 
The maps 1C d and Vd map Ld into L d. Now L is defined 
c 
by global polynomial equations. By holomorphic continu-
ation the images of the multi-valued holomorphic extensions 
d d vd ~d vd 1( L' of to L 'S must satisfy these equations. L c 
d d L \Sd into Kd f'\ L Nd Ndn L Hence "'KL and v map and = L c c c L,c c c 
respectively. Similarly, the multi-valued holomorphic 
extension 1i d L o:f 
d d to L \s maps L0 \.S into c ,c (Ilk 0 q,c 
This implies 
The set Sd_ is algebraic in G ( cf. [ 2 , Lemma 1. 8 ] ) • 
c 
Since e E Sd, its defining polynomials do not vanish iden-
tically on G, so that .il.'Sd is an open dense subset of £1_• 
be the set of components of J1.. '- Sd. 
Fix i E I. Then because Sd is left H- and 
right A NQ-invariant. So we may select an element 1. of pq i 
1li0 L0 • In view of Proposition J.10, li can be written 
as a product 
= h. expY. n 1., 1 1 
with h. €. Kd rt L =- H () L , Y € 0L , 
1 c c c c i kq,c 
d 
n. E NL • 
1 ,c 
- 18 -
Let X. 0 , 1-t. 0 , V. 0 , be the local branches of' 1Cd, 1, 1, 1, 
vd at 2.' determined by 1'. o(,l.) = h. ' 1-t~ o< l.) = 1 1, 1.. 1 ~ J.. 
V~ 0 (£.) = n.. These local branches extend to i, J.. J.. 
multi-valued real analytic maps 1(~, 1t. ~, d v. 
1 ..a.. -1 
oz.d 
p,c 
d 
' N • c 
Proposition J.11. Let E denote the (.,.> -ortho-pq 
gonal projection of 01. d p,c = Ol onto ot • Then q, c pq, c 
E. o 'H.~ is single valued and equals log 0 a on .f2 .• pq J.. pq 1 
Proof. Fix a simply connected open neighbourhood U of 
f . in .1l. . • Then 
J.. 1 
d d 
/](.. 0'1-l. 0 
J.. ' J.. ' 
extend holo-
morphically to U. ·Select a connected open neighbourhood 
u 1 x. u 2 x UJ x u 4 of (e,e,O,e) in H x L0 x OLpqx NQ such that 
u1u 2 exp(u3 ) u 4 c:: U. In the proof of Proposition J.10 we 
saw that 1{ ~ 0 (u2 )c atk • Moreover, the equivariance pro-1, q, c 
perties of 1i. d: Gd~ 01...d extend holomorphically, so that 
.P 
1i ~ 0 ( hi expY n )1 = J.. ' 
for (h,£,Y,n)c u 1 X u 2 x u 3 x u 4 • Therefore Epq0 1L~,O = logoapq 
in a neighbourhood of l .• By analytic continuation this 
J.. 
completes the proof. 
Let at be a Cartan subalgebra of ~ containing ar. ' q 
~+ ~ and ~ a choice of positive roots for the root system ~ 
of ate in ~c' compatible with 
Proposition J.12. Let ./\. be a dominant integral weight 
for ( Ot , ~+) and put A = 21\j Ol • Then for some c q,c 
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me lN\ {o}, the function xr- exp mA tl d(x), Gd ~ C 
extends holomorphically to G • 
c 
Proof. By [21, Lemma 8.5.8] there exists an irreducible 
representation TC of Gd in a finite dimensional complex 
linear space E with a highest (fl.d-weight A and a Kd-fixed p 
vector. Fix a highest weight vector e~E E\{o}. It is well 
known that the space ~ of Kd-fixed vectors for the contra-
gredient n:* of 7C is one dimensional. Moreover, l c E~ 
can be normalized so that '>'] ( el) = l. Thus 
d for x E G .. 
l'V 
= '1 ( 7r" ( x ) eA. ) , 
(finite) Now let p: G c~ G be the universal covering c 
et: Q: p(e) "-' of G c' and fix with = e. Then Tr:: lifts to G c' c 
that is, there exists a unique holomorphic representation 
"" ,.,, 
7C of G in E such that 
c 
7l 0 p 
th t d t ~Gd f -l(Gd) t . . on e connec e componen o p con aining eo 
"'d "'d -l d ~ ,..,.d Put K = G (\ p (.K ) • Then EK is also the space of K -fixed 
vectors for the contragredient 7r* of • Being contained 
in centre(G ), the 
c P-l(e) * finite group leaves EK invarianto 
Since dim(E~) = l, there exists a multiplicative homo-
cy -1 * morphism .I\ : p ( e) ~ C such that 
for x E p-1 (e). Let m == jp-1 (e)I. Then 
Jt*(x) 
')( m = 
= ~(x)·I 
lo It follows 
"" that "Ghe function Gc~c, x t--7'ry( lt:(x)eA )m is constant 
on the fibres of p, hence is the pull back of a holomorphic 
function G ~ C, which in turn restricts to exp m A '1-id 
c 
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on 
.iii 
Let ~ E ell be the element determined by / pq 
( X,Y/ = j'-(Y) 
Via the Killing form, we view 
(YcOL ). pq 
<57..Jt and pq as subspaces 
of oz..* • Then, if (.,. > also denotes the dual of the 
c 
Killing form on 
Thus, if 
" Ol. ' c 
. . . ' A r are the fundamental weights for 
( 01. c , ~ +) , then .u. = 2:'1 ,, . ,,. I "J"r 'f.A. J J for certain f~ .) 0. 
In view of Proposition J.12, there exists a positive integer 
m such that if A . = WI A . \ 01. ( l ' j ~ r) then the J J q,c 
functions 
= exp 
extend holomorphically to G • But since JAE ot* we must c pq' 
have 
JA- = L £. .\. l~j~r J J 
with E.=.!.[ J m. j (l~j~r). 
,Proposition J .. lJ. If x c ..D.., then 
exp (x~ log a (x) ~ = pq / TI l~j ~ r 
Proof. By continuity of both sides of ( J.6) it 
suffices to prove the equality on a fixed component J2.. 
:L 
(J.5) 
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of' the dense open subset .SL'\ Sd of' -'1... • Therefore, 1et us 
f'ix i E I. 
If' "Jt.. ~ is any branch of' 1i.. d at a point x 0 E Gc"\.Sd, then 
1oca11y at x 0 we have 
From Proposition J.11 it f'o11ows that exp 0 )L•'1i ~ 
va1ued and equa1s the 1ef't hand side of' (J.6 ) on 
is sing1e 
J2. .• 
1 
Moreover, by (J.5 ) it f'o1lows that on fl . we have 
1 
= E • Re ( A . 0 1i ~) o J J 1 1~j ~ r 
Taking exponentia1s and using ( 3o7 ), we f'ind that ( J.6) 
ho1ds on .IL . , whence the re su1 t .. 
1 
End of' the proof' of' Lemma 3o9. The right hand side of' 
(J.6 ) extends continuous1y to G , hence is bounded on the 
c 
compact set aKOc1(11.). This imp1ies that the function 
(J.7) 
exp P X is bounded on the canonica1 image Sl of' K () a- 1.n.. 
a, --K,a 
in K/ImL. Hence P is bounded f'rom above. 
a,x 
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4. Critical points of the functions F a,X 
In this section we let a EA and X E OL be fixed and pq pq 
determine the critical set of the function F X: H ------7' IR 
a, 
defined by 
= < X , 1-l(ah) > 
for h c H. Moreover, in the next section we shall compute 
Hessians of F X at points of this set. As it turns out, 
a, 
the computations are highly analogous to those in [ 8 ] , and 
so are the results. As in [ 8 ] , the critical set is a 
finite union of smooth submanifolds depending only on the 
subsets { o<t;; t6. ; o< (log a) = 0 J 
+ 
o< (x) = o} 
of Li • Moreover, the Hessian of F at a critical point a,X 
is non-degenerate transversally to the critical manifold 
through it o Though such results hold for general a EA , we pq 
shall only prove them for a E A 1 ; this being sufficient pq 
for our purposes. Here A' = exp(01. 1 ) with pq pq ' 
= { Z E O"l • pq' o< (z) I o for 
If u e u( OJ ) , the universal enveloping algebra of OJc, we 
let R or R(u) denote the infinitesimal right regular action u 
of u on smooth vector valued functions on G. If f is such a 
function, we also write 
f(x;u) = (x c: G). 
II\ view of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the 
Iwasawa decom~osition gives rise to 
a direct sum decomposition 
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Let Em denote the corresponding projection u( OJ. ) ~ u( en. ) • p 
If v EU ( t3L ) , we denote its homogeneous component of degree p 
m by v • This makes sense because 6l... is abelian, so that 
m p 
U ( Ot ) !'::::::'. S ( Ol.. ) , the symmetric algebra of Ol o This 
P P p,c 
being said, we have the following result (cf. [ 8 , Lemma 5.l])o 
Lemma 4 • l • Let x <: G, u e U ( OJ ) OJ • Then 
Here ut(x) denotes the image of u under the adjoint action 
of t(x) = exp'J-l(x)·V(x), the "triangular part" of x, and 
the suffix l indicates that the homogeneous component of 
degree l is taken. 
Let Fx: G-+ IR be defined by 
(xeG). 
Then the following corollary holds (cf. (8, Corollary 5.2] ). 
Corollary 4 .. 2. If x E G, U E °} , then 
= 
Proposition 4.Jo 
( ut (x)' x ) 
= 
h E H is a critical point for F 
a,X 
Proof. Write ah= kbn, withkEK, bEA, n€N. Then p 
- 24 :.. 
-:1. 
F X(h;U) = ( Xn ., U > , so h is a critical point iff 
a, 
for all U E '?- • 
The last statement is equivalent to Ad(n-1 )x E °I , and since 
Ad(n-1 )x _ X mod 1l'c. , this in turn is equivalent to 
Ad (n -l )X - X t 1tC. n °l o Since T maps 1!C.. onto 1'L = 0 ( 1f(.), 
we have 1t't. n. °l = 0 and the proof is complete a 
Lemma 4.4. 
X E 01... pq • Then 
Let H be essentially connected, a EA' , pq 
the critical set of F 
a,X equals the set 
e' x = u w~ 
wEW(b. ) 
+ 
Remark. By Proposition 2al, W ( A ) ~ NK H ( en_ ) /ZK H ( 01.. ) • + n pq n pq 
Since ZK H( m. ) C H __ , the notation w~ (w € W( ~ ) ) makes (! pq ---:x. + 
sense. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. If x is a representative of 
w 
-i. 
w E W(~ +) in NKn H( Ol.pq), and h c ~, then V (axwh) = v (a w h) = 
= Y(h) 6 NXo Hence xwh is a critical point for Fa,X (Propo 4.J) o 
Conversely, let h be a critical point for F X' and write 
a, 
ah = kbn as in the proof of Proposition 4oJ. Then nE NX and 
it follows that k- 1 ah = bn c GX. Write h = h 1 h 2 ll with 
( 'h ) -1 -l ( -l ) h 1 If H n K, h 2 c exp ~ n ·a • Then k ah = k h 1 h 1 ah1 h 2 , 
where k-1 h 1 E K:i h 1 -
1
ah1 E exp("'f""l ), h 2 E exp('l>n~ ). Using 
uniqueness properties of the decomposition G = 
= K ex~(°pn"l.) exp('f"'?) and of the analogous decomposition 
of GX (cf. (9, Thm 4.l] ) , we infer that k- 1 h
1 
c KX' 
h 1 -lah1 E exp("f' n OJ. X), h 2 c exp( j-' n 1;} X) o By standard semisimple 
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theory, applied to_ [OJ+rl OJx, °1+" OJx] it follows that 
there exists a J, EK n H~ such that ,e-1 h 1 -lah1 I.. e expi9J- pq). 
Thus, a being regular for the root system 6 + = ~ ( q +, Olpq), 
it follows that Ad(h1 £) 
hl C: NKnH(6lpq)(K()H~), 
normalizes Ol. • Hence pq 
so that he NKOH(at.pq)H~. In view 
of Proposition 2.1 and the assumption on H this implies that 
Observe that t X is a finite union of disjoint smooth 
manifolds. Moreover, if y E L X, then 
= 
where Ty t' X denotes the tangent space at y, 
derivative of the map ~ : G ~ G, x t---7 yx y 
d A (e) the y 
at e. 
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5. Hessians of the functions F 
a,X 
As in the previous section, we fix ac: A and X E Ol • pq pq 
In addition, we assume that H is essentially connected. 
Following [ 8 1, we write E-1( , Eat. , Eirt. for the projections 
OJ. ____,,. 1<, Olp, ire... according to the Iwasawa decomposition 
OJ. = k E& (Jl. EE> 1l't • Observe that this definition of E~ p 
is compatible with the definition of the map 
Eoz. : U("} )____,,,. U( OCP) preceding Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let x c G, U,VEOJ. Then 
Fx(x;UV) = B ( ut(x) 
x ' 
vt(x)), 
where the bilinear form BX on qx OJ. is given by 
Bx(u,v) = < E O"L (uV) 1 ,x > 
= ( [u ·, Ek (v) 1 ,x) 0 
Proof. See [8 
' 
Lemma 6.1] • 
Motivated by the above formula we first study the map 
v ~ E{• Ad ( t ( x) ) (v)' ~ -'>"'- in more detail. Given 
xEA pq' let G) be the map H -> K defined by x 
e (h) = '}( (xh). x 
Then, writing 
e (h) 
x = 
we have the following result. 
Proposition 5.2. 
.. 
8 (h) 
x 
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Let x € A , h E Ho Then pq 
= E .fc. " Ad ( t ( xh) ) • 
Proof. Let V 6 1;> , and set xh = kt, with k e: K, t E A N. 
P. 
For s sufficiently close to zero, we may write 
xh exp(sv) = k exp K(s) exp A(s) t exp N(s), 
with K(s) 6 k, A(s)E OL , N(s) E 1l'l. smoothly depending on s. 
, p 
Clearly K( 0) = e (h)V. Multiplying both sides of ( 5 .1 ) 
x 
by k-l from the left and by t-1 from the right and 
differentiating at s = o, we infer that K(O) = E~(Ad(t)v). 
Lemma 5o3• The map (fY maps every co set h(H () L) into 
a 
a co set X(ah) (K (l L) and induces a diffeomorphism e of 
-a 
H/HtlL onto the open subset f2. K of K/KflL. Moreover, for 
,a 
each w E w( Ll+), it maps the submanifold wHX into wKX. 
(5.1) 
Proof. Fix he H, l E Hf\ L. We may write ah= 'X(ah)J1 a 1 n 1 , 
with l 1 c L0 , a 1 E Apq' n 1 E NQ. Thus ahl = -X(ah)f 1 i a 1l-
1
n 1 i. 
= 1C(ah) 1'-(.t1 £) [exp 1-l.(£ 1 £) v(l 1R..) a 1 f- 1n.l]. The 
expression between brackets is easily checked to be con-
tained in APN, so that 'K (ahl) = ')((ah) 'k.(l 1l). Since 1C 
maps L into Kn L this implies that E) ( h(H n L) ) C X(ah) (HnL) 0 
a 
The induced map @a H/HnL---+ K/KnL is just j -l·Aa" i 
(see Section 3), hence maps H/HOL diffeomorphically onto 
{L • Finally, the last assertion follows from the fact that 
-K,a 
. 
that I)( maps GX into ~· 
Let ~ c, ..fc. c denote the orthocomplements of ,l in 1;} 
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and 1c_ respectively. Then and 
1<. = .,f<. c ~ (kn%. ) , and the maps 
u t---? u + ru, and 
u ~ u + eu 
are linear isomorphisms. They map AllQ n OJx onto 't;}cn OJx 
and 1<. c (\ OJ X respectively. We now have the following • 
• Proposition 5 .4. If' h€ H, then the map ea (h): 1 ~ X 
maps ,lf\~ into ;l.n k and 11 X into 1cX • Moreover, the 
induced maps ? /~ f\ l ~ "'J-kn i 
are bijective., 
Proof'. The first two assertions follow immediately from 
Moreover, by the 
.. 
same lemma the induced map Sa..(h) : ~ /~ nl ~ -fc./,-kn l must 
be a linear isomorphismo It maps the canonical image of' 1J X 
into that of' -KX. In view of' the remarks above Proposition 
5.4, the last assertion now follows for dimensional reasons. 
We now return to the Hessian of' F x· 
a, 
Lemma 5o5. Let a EA , pq X € Ol .. Then f'or any h EH, pq 
U, V c ~ , we have: 
' 
where L is the linear map ~ -'l> ~ given by a,X,h 
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L = .:.. Ad(h-l) 0 /Lh 0 Ad(a- 1 ) 0 Ad@ (h) 0 ad X 0 Q (h). 
a,X,h ~ a a 
~ 
Here it"1J denotes the projection OJ~ 1d according to the 
decomposition OJ = 1J $ q_ • 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we have F X(h;UV) = a, 
= -(u JC~ o Ad( t(ah)-1 ) o ad X 0 E-k (Ad( t (ah) )v)) 0 Now 
' 
ah = e (h) t {ah), so that t(ah)-1 = h-la-l E) (h), and the 
a a 
assertion follows from Proposition 5.2 and the observation 
that Ad(h- 1 ) commutes with 7r'1 . 
Lemma 5.6. For each ac A' pq' X E <Tl pq the Hessian 
of F X at any cr~tical point is transversally non-degenerate 
a, 
to the critical set of F x· 
a, 
Proof. Let h = x h' be a critical point for F x• Here 
w a, 
x is a representative of w ~ W(.6 ) in N17,.H( Ol. ) , and W + .l~I pq 
h'c HX. It is obvious that dAh(e)-1Th(hHX) = 1') x• The 
bilinear form ~(u,v) = Fa,X(h;UV) on 1/ is symmetric. 
Since Fa,X is locally constant on hHX' we therefore have 
that ~ = 0 on ~ x '?x and on 1/xx 1J • We must show that 
the induced bilinear form on 1f /1f X is non-degenerate. 
The Killing form being non-degenerate on '? , this comes 
down to showing that the map L X h of Lemma 5.5 has kernel 
a, ' 
Now L X h = L ' X h' a, , a , , 
-1 
, where a'= aw still belongs 
to A' • Therefore we may restrict ourselves to the case that pq 
But then (Lemma 5.J), so Ad(8 (h)) 
a 
and ad X commute. Hence an element VE~ belongs to 
ker(L X h) iff 
a' ' 
- JO -
Ad (a - l) 0 ad X 0 Ad ( E) ( h) ) • e ( h) V c Oi • 
a a ..!.. 
. 
Now ad(X) 0 Ad( E) (h) )"6 (h) maps i. into °f and if' U c jO , 
a a ~ 
then Ad (a - l) U E q_ if'f' U E O"l ( see the proposition below). pq 
.. 
So VE ker(L X h) if'f' 
a' ' • 
ad ( X) • Ad ( 6) ( h) ) • t) ( h) V E at. 0 a a pq 
Now Ad(@ (h))" E) (h) 
a a 
maps ~ into , and an easy 
root space calculation shows that ( 5.2 ) is equivalent to 
• 
Ad ( E) ( h) ) 0 (0 ( h) V E { X. 
a a 
Ad(8 (h)) 
a 
maps k bijectively onto x 
. 
itself'. Moreover, by Lemma 5.4, ea (h) induces an isomor-
phism ? / ~X ~ k/ ix, and we conclude that ( 5.2) is 
equivalent to VE 1-xo 
Proposition 5.7. If' a E A~q' U E 'P , then Ad(a- 1 )u E °l 
if and only if' U E OL • 
pq 
Proof'. The if' part is obvious. For the converse, suppose 
that U f: 'P • Using the decompositions ( 1.1 ) , we may 
write 
u = + 
with ULE ,(() f" <Yj_ = Ol. , pq u .,,{ e 111<>< + -d +' Using that 
r = e on <1J +, whereas on OJ _ , we find 
= + ( 
-o< o( o( .,( ) ( -o< o< 
a U -a 'LU + a U 
+ + -
o< f. a-o< /\ + Since " a for all o< € w 
+' 
uo< 
+ 
= uo< = 0 for all e>(E A+ .. Hence U <;, Ol. .. pq 
..{ 
+a ru ) . 
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Corollary ,5.8 .. Let a E A 1 , X E ot , w € W ( fj._ ) • Then pq pq + 
at all points of wHX the value of Fa,X and the signature 
and rank of its Hessian stay constant. 
Proof. From Corollary .5.6 it follows by continuity that 
the statement is true on xw~ ( w c W (A ) ) • In view of 
+ 
Proposition 2.J we have HX = H~ ZKnH(ot.pq). Moreover, by 
Corollary J.2 the function F X is right Z (oZ.. )-
a, KnH pq 
invariant, and the proof is complete. 
Corollary .5a9• Let a € A 1 , X E 01 , w € W ( ~ ) • Then F X pq pq . + a, 
has a local maximum at the critical point h € wHx if and only if: 
o< (x) o<(w- 1 log a ) ~ O 
o< (x) ~ 0 
for all c>< E A+ 
+ 
for all o( c 6 ~ . 
Proofo Because of Corollary .508, F has a local 
a,X 
maximum at hE wHX iff its Hessian at a representative x of 
w 
w in NKri H ( en pq) is negative definite transversally to wHXo 
For this it is necessary and sufficient that all its 
eigenvalues are ~ 0 (use Lemma .5.6). 
By Lemma .5 • .5, the Hessian of F X at x is given by 
a, w 
F (x •UV) = ( U , 
a,X w' L (V)) a,x,x.., = < u , L 1 (v)) , where 
(.5.J) 
(.5.4) 
w-~ 
a 1 = a e In view of Proposition .5.2 we have L' = L a' ,x,e ~ 
L 1 (V) -1 l ad(X) • E1\". (v)' = - E") " Ad (a w ) - • 
for VE~ 0 If o<E.Li+ 
' 
we put 1J: = iu + eu; UE OJ:.} 
and 11 o<- = {u - eu; u c OJ~ } .. Then 
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We claim that L' diagonalizes over this decomposition. 
Indeed, it is obvious that L' = 0 on~"%.... Moreover, 
if o<E A + 
- ' 
o< 
u E ~ _ , then Ek (u - eu) = Ek (2u - (u+eu)) = 
= -(u +au). w-• 1 Also, Ad(a )- 0 ad(X) (U + SU) = 
= 
,../ (x) c·a-wo<u - aw<><e u) ( ) ( -w< w..( ) 
"" = ~ X a u + a -ru • Since 
-wo< w-< ( ) ( ) 1 ( wo< -we<) a U + a -ru = p U + -cu + q U - L:U , with p = 2 a + a , 
1 ( -w..< wo<) q = 2 a - a , it follows that 
L' (u - eu) = o<(x) cosh o<(w- 1 log a) (u - eu)' 
for U E ~~ • A similar computation yields: 
L 1 (u+eu) = o<(x) sinh o<(w- 1 log a) (u + eu)' 
"' for U E OJ+, whence the claim. 
Taking into account that the Killing form is negative 
definite on ,fc. and pos_i tive definite on ~ , we infer 
that the Hessian has all eigenvalues ~ 0 iff ( 5.J,4), 
thereby completing the proof. 
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6. Proof of the convexity theorem 
We prove Theorem l.l by induction on the rank rk(L'.l) 
of A o If rk( 6.) = 0, then E • 1-l =- 0, and the theorem pq 
evidently holds. So let us assume that rk(6)>o, and that 
the theorem has been proved already for groups of lower 
rank. In Section 2 we saw that this hypothesis implies 
that the theorem is also valid for lower rank groups of 
the Harish-Chandra class. 
If X E O'L , we write pq 6 ( X) = { <XE Ll ; o< (x) = o } , 
D.+ (x) = ~+n 6.(X), etco• Moreover, W(b, (X)) 
+ 
denotes the 
reflection group generated by the reflections in roots 
o< E ~ + (x). Put 
at (x,z) = conv( w( A (x) )· z ) 
+ 
+ r ( Ll.~(x)), 
for X,Z E 01.. o Then the assertion of Theorem l.l can be pq 
reformulated as 
im(F ) = 
a 
Ol(o, log a) .. 
We shall first prove ( 6.1) for aEA' • As a first step pq 
we have: 
Proposition 6.1 .. Let a E A 1 • Then pq 
im(F ) C. 
a 
oi (o, log a) .. 
Proof. By Lemma 4o4 the map 
submersive except at points of 
F : 
a 
H ----'* 6l pq is 
= u u w~" 
wf W(L\ ) 
+ 
x cat "-lo} pq 
(6.1) 
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Being a finite union of lower dimensional closed 
submanifolds of H, t has a complement which is open 
and dense in H. Therefore im(F ) has dense interior. 
a 
Moreover, im(F) being closed (corollary J.7), a point 
a 
Z of the boundary oim(F ) of im(F ) must be the image 
a a 
F (h) of some h€ t'.:. Write h = x h', with x a represen-
a w w 
tative of w E w( A ) in Nu-AH( OZ. ) , and h' E HX' X E OL ""-lo} • 
+ .l.>.f\ pq pq 
Then E •11.(ah) = E 0 }l(aw h') which by the induction pq pq 
hypothesis is contained in Ol.. (x, w-l (log a)) ( cf. 
Section 2). Now put 
= u 
XE Ol '\.lo} pq 
Then from the above reasoning we infer that 
It follows that every component "of Ol. \ ~ pq must be 
entirely contained in the set F (H), or have empty 
a 
intersection with it. Now clearly <B c oz. (o, log 
view of Lemma J.9, im(F ) does not contain the 
a 
connected set <ll. \ot(o, log a). Therefore pq 
a). 
im(F )\Ol(O ,log a) = r/> 
a 
and the assertion follows. 
Proposition 6020 Let aE A' , X E OZ.. • If F X has pq pq a, 
In 
a local maximum at h EH, then ( U ,x) ~ F X(h) for all 
a, 
U E Ol.(O, log a). 
Proof. Suppose F X has a local maximum in h EH .. Then 
a, 
h is a critical point, hence of the form x h', with x 
w w 
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a representative of wE W( A+) in NK"H( Olpq), and h' E HXo 
Moreover, by Corollary 5.9 we must have 
O'{ (x) o< ( w -l log a) ) o for all 
o<. (x) .{. 0 for all ,x E A+ • 
In Proposition 6.J below we deduce that the first statement 
implies that <x,z) '(x, w-1 (log a)) for all 
Z E conv( w( ~ )·log a ) • Moreover, the second statement 
+ 
implies that (x, y) ~ 0 for all Y E r ( ~ +);. Hence 
for every U E OL(O, log a). Since F X(x h') = F X(x ) = 
a, w a, w 
1 . 
= < X , w- (log a)) , the assertion now follows. 
Proposition 6.J. Let X,Y E OZ. be such that pq 
o<(X) o<(Y)) o for all o<c.6+o Then \x, uY) ~(x, Y) 
for all u 6 W ( A ) o 
+ 
Proof. Let E be the subspace of Ol pq spanned by Ho< , 
c< E A+• Then A+ - A(OJ- +' Olpq) is a (possibly non-reduced) 
root system on E .. Moreover, since w(A+) leaves E invariant 
and acts trivially on EL, it suffices to prove the statement 
for X,Ye E. But then it is well known that the hypothesis 
implies the existence of a closed Weyl chamber C such that 
X, YE C., The proposition now follows .. 
Proposition 6.,4. If a€ A~q then d im(Fa) C dOl.(O,log a) .. 
- J6 ..; 
Proof. Given X c ~ , write pq 
oi (x) = L 
o< E il(X) 
Then for every Z c Ol , we have pq 
IR·Ho< o 
or.(x,z) c. Z + Ol(X). 
By regularity of a, the set OL(X, w- 1 (log a)) 
0 l has non-empty interior OZ.. (x, w- (log a)) in 
(wEW(Ll+)) 
w-
1 (log a) + oi(x). 
Put 'Ol ={XEOl • pq pq' rk 6. (;x:) = rk D. - l } 0 Then clearly 
6:> = 
Moreover, 
0 
<B = 
u 
wE w(A ) 
+ 
u 
wE w(A ) 
+ 
U Ol(X, w- 1 (log a))o 
x 6 1 01 pq 
u 
X E '61. pq 
is dense in IE> • Since im(F ) is the closure of' a union 
a 
of connected components of OZ. ' 153 , it follows that pq 
0 
Oim{_Fa).n ~ is dense in Oim(Fa). Theref'ore it suffices to 
show that 
Let Z 
XE: 1 0l pq 
0 
Oim(F )() ~ C dOl(O, log a). 
a 
0 
E 0 im(F ) n ~ o Then there exist w E w( .6. ) and 
a + 
0 1 
such that Z E Ol(X, w- (log a)). Moreover, by 
the induction hypothesis there exists a hEHX such that 
-1 
Z = E 0 ".fi(aw h) = F (x h). Multiplying X by -l if pq a w 
necessary, we can arrange that X is an outward normal to 
F (H). Thus, F X attains a local maximum at x h. By a ,, a, w 
Proposition 602 it now follows that Z = F (x h) E o 01.(0, log a)., 
a w 
Corollary 6.,5. If aE A~q' then im(Fa) = Ol (o, log a). 
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Completion of the proofo Let a EA ~A 1 , and select pq pq 
a sequence {a } in A' which converges to ao Then 
n pq 
A = {a}V{a.1 is a compact subset of A • n pq 
Let h EH. Then E 0 1-t(a h) = u + v ' where pq n n n 
U E. conv( W ( .6. ) • log a ) and v E f1(A :). Clearly u 
n + n n n 
varies in a compact subset of OL and so does pq' 
It follows that { V } is relatively compact in 
n 
E 0 "'Jl(a h)o pq n 
1'(~:). 
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may therefore 
assume that the sequences { u } 
n 
and { V } 
n 
converge, to 
say U and V respectively. Clearly Ucconv( w(A )-log a), 
+ 
v € fl(li :>. On the other hand, U + V = E 0 1-t (ah) , and pq 
we have shown that Epq (.1{ (aH)) C Ol ( 0, log a) 0 
For the converse, let WE ~(o, log a) and write W = U + v, 
with U €. conv( w( 6. +)·log a ) Then there 
exists a sequence i u } 
n 
in OZ. which converges to U, pq 
and such that U E. conv( 
n 
W ( 6. ) ·log a ) for a11 n. By 
+ n 
Corollary 6.5 there exists a sequence { h } in H such that 
n 
E 0 1Jt.(ah)=U +V, pq n n · n and by Lemma JoJ the set 
must be relatively compact in H. Passing to a subsequence 
if necessary, we may therefore assume that h 
n 
to a point h EH. It follows that E • 1{ (ah) = pq 
converges 
= lim E 0 IJ{ (a h ) = 1 im ( U + V) = U + V and the pq n n n 
proof is complete. 
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Appendix: the group case 
Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with 
finite centre. It may be viewed as a symmetric space in 
the following way. Let 'G = G"' G, 1 r : 'G --:P. 1 G the involu-
tion given by 'r (x,y) = (y,x). Then 'H = d(G), the diagonal 
in G x G, and the map G x G - G, (x,y) ~ xy-l induces 
a diffeomorphism 1 G/ 'H .---.J G. 
In this appendix we reformulate Theorem l.l for the 
symmetric pair ('G,'H) in terms of the structure of G. If 
not specified, our notations have an obvious meaning. 
Let e be a Cartan involution for G. Then I e = e )( e 
is a Cartan involution for 1 G which commutes with •ro Thus, 
on the Lie algebra level we have 1 p = 'f x ;> '°l = o ( "J. ) , 
''p " 1 "l = S' ( "f ) , where we have used the notation 8 (OJ ) for 
the subset {(X,-X); XEOJ} of 'OJ= "lXG}, etc •• 
Let Ol be maximal abelian in t' and put 'Ol = ot x p p p 
and I (Jl_ o(az ). . = Let J . Ol - t 01.. be the linear . pq p p pq 
isomorphism given by j (x) = (X,-X). Then the projection 
'E pq 'Olp ~ '(J[ pq is given by 
1 E (X,Y) = pq J ( t(x Y) ) o 
· /\ ,Jl-l(A) Moreover, with obvious notations, 'l-l = J ~p, and if pq 
Ol p 
7C. denotes the projection of 1 ot on the i-th coordinate (i=l,2), 1 p 
~ ~I\. A+ then ' A - 7L1 Li u "![2 L.3. .. Let u be a choice of positive, p p p p 
roots for !J.. 9 p 
G = KA N p 
the associated Iwasawa decomposition and 1{ G ~ Ol. the p 
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corresponding Iwasawa projection. Then = 
and 
are compatible choices of positive 
roots. The associated Iwasawa decomposition for 'G is 
'G = 1 K 1 A 'N, where p 'K=KxK, 'A =A xA, 'N=NxN. p p p 
The associated projection 111. 'G - 'ffl is given by p 
I 1l ( X , y) : ( 1{ ( X) ' - 1{ ( $ y) ) ' S 0 that 
'E. o t1{ (x y) 
pq ' = tj ( 1-l(x) + 1-l(ey) ). 
It is now straightforward to derive the following equivalent 
formulation of Theorem l.l in terms of G's structure. Let 
W denote the Weyl group of OLP in 1 . If 
.L 
Hoe denote the el·ement of (J{. n (ker o<. ) p 
and write 
with 
L1 +, we let p 
o<(Ho<)=l, 
Theorem A.lo Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie 
group with finite centre, G = KA N an Iwasawa decomposition. p 
for G, and 1i . G-61 the corresponding projection. . p 
a€A then the image of the map v . G- 6l. p' . a 
Y (x) = t( 1{(ax) + 1-l(a ex) a 
is equal to 
im(1:f ) = conv( W • log a ) + 
a 
p given 
) 
If 
by 
In particular, putting a = e, and using the Iwasawa 
decomposition G = KA N, one easily finds p 
1-L ( N ) = 
- 40 
Mo:r:eover, Lemma J~J implies that the map 'H. : N _...,.. Ol.. is p 
proper. Now these facts can be checked independently as 
follows. 
By [10] (cf. also [19] ), there exists a diffeo-
morphism ~ : Xo<E p No< ~ N , such that 
= 
Here the Cartesian product extends over the set P of 
(A.l) 
/\ +. indivisible roots in L..i Moreover, N<>< = N n G"< where p 
G~ is a closed semisimple subgroup of G, whose Lie algebra 
is the real rank one algebra generated by 
°} 2~. The Iwasawa decomposition of G induces the Iwasawa 
decompositions Go< = KJA No< 
"' p,c< with Ko<= K (l Ge< , etc .... 
we see that by (A.l) the above statements for the map 
Thus 
1{ : N ~ Ol reduce to the corresponding statements for the p 
maps No< ___.,. 01.. 
p ,o< • The lat.ter statements can be 
checked to be true from·the explicit formula for the 
Iwasawa projection of a real rank one group (cfo[l41, [19] ). 
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